Film Competition

Eligibility

1. High school or college students are eligible.
2. Individual or group submissions welcomed.

Rules

1. One submission per person/team.
2. Films must be no longer than 5 minutes in duration.
3. The film should begin with an introduction of the inspiration behind the film that must be no longer than 1 minute (i.e. The total introduction and film must be no longer than 6 minutes) Longer videos will not be considered.
4. The content of the film must address the impact of climate change on human health at the local or national level. Of note, the World Health Organization’s (WHO’s) Constitution defines health as the state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. Therefore, the content of the film may include impacts on all aspects of human health.
5. Films must not contain imagery or messages consisting of profanity or anti-health messages. Submissions must not include companies dealing with military, arms, tobacco, alcohol or pharmaceutical products or services, or advertise commercial products or services.
6. Films must be original and, in no way, violate copyright restrictions for photos, videos and audio. Submissions must be in horizontal format and sent as an mp4 file.
7. Submission deadline of April 3rd, 2022 at 11:59pm.

All submissions are to be sent in a landscape and MP4 format via email to jonesbri@paho.org or mcfalltan@paho.org. Questions or concerns can also be sent here.

Register in advance here:

Grand prize - Top 4 films to be aired on national television and the social media platforms of all the partner agencies.